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Council!of!Brooklyn!Neighborhoods!!
Response!to!the!Proposed!Modified!General!Project!Plan!
 
 
 

SUBMISSION!STATEMENT!FROM!THE!COUNCIL!OF!BROOKLYN!
NEIGHBORHOODS,!INC.!

On behalf of our 41 member organizations and in fulfillment of our responsibility to our funding 
sponsor, the New York State Senate; the Council of Brooklyn Neighborhoods, Inc. (CBN) submits 
this formal response to the 2009 Modified General Project Plan (MGPP) proposed for the Atlantic 
Yards Arena and Development Project. 

CBN has engaged in discourse with the Empire State Development Corporation (ESDC) 
regarding this project for almost four years. In that time CBN has striven to fulfill its responsibility 
to ensure that the Community was meaningfully engaged in the environmental review of the 
project, as they are charged with that responsibility under the New York State Environmental 
Quality Review Act (SEQRA). We have engaged experts to carefully analyze the complexities of 
this huge proposal. We have held many public meetings to solicit public input, questions, 
concerns, and the expert experience of area residents. We have publicly shared all our findings 
as they became available. We have consistently operated in a completely transparent manner, 
believing this to be both our responsibility and the best example of participatory democratic 
government. 

In our previous formal submissions to the ESDC (Scoping Response to the DEIS, and FEIS 
Analysis) CBN questioned the process used to shepherd the Atlantic Yards Project through to 
approval, and the resultant conclusions about the benefits and possible harmful effects of the 
Project. We concluded the original Final Environmental Impact Statement and General Project 
Plan were fundamentally flawed and did not serve the public’s best interest for either area 
enhancement, meaningful job creation, development of affordable housing, blight alleviation, or 
economic development. We now must conclude that the MGPP is similarly flawed in both process 
and substance. To quote from our FEIS Analysis conclusory statements: 

“Based!upon!the!experience!of!the!community!at!the!public!hearing!and!forums!and!
the!time!frame!for!public!comments!chosen!by!the!sponsor,!the!Council!of!Brooklyn!
Neighborhoods!concludes!that!the!sponsor!has!failed!to!meet!the!requirements!of!
the!public!review!pursuant!to!Sections!6!and!16!of!the!New!York!State!Urban!
Development!Corporation!Act!(Chapter!174,!Section!1,!Laws!of!1968,!as!amended;!
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the!“UDC!Act”),!Article!2!of!the!New!York!State!Eminent!Domain!Procedure!Law!
(“EDPL”)!and!the!State!Environmental!Quality!Review!Act!(Article!8!of!the!New!York!
State!Environmental!Conservation!Law)!and!the!regulations!adopted!pursuant!
thereto!(6!NYCRR!Part!617)!(collectively!“SEQRA”).”!

As will be seen in the two reports forming our submission, CBN bases its call for a Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) on the following key points: 

! The inclusion in the MGPP of a site plan and design for the arena that the developer has 
since claimed is not representative of the actual plan and design, is inconsistent with the 
public’s requirement to comment upon the MGPP. There is, in effect, no site plan nor 
meaningful design for Phase I revealed in the MGPP. 

! Even were we to accept the ESDC’s incredible  assertion that the project “…remains 
remarkably the same…” and that the MGPP still holds the project to the original 10 year 
time frame, the proposed time frame is not feasible in the expert opinion of real estate 
professionals (see the attached report, “A Decades Long Project: Atlantic Yards Financial 
Feasibility Study”) 

! The language of the Technical Memorandum suggests  the ESDC itself expects the 
project to take much longer than 10 years to complete. 

! Given the amorphous timeframe, the MGPP proposes an essentially new plan with entirely 
new environmental and economic consequences that must, by definition of 
CEQRA/SEQRA, be analyzed in an SEIS or an entirely new EIS process. 

! Environmental effects of new “interim” parking lots of indeterminate duration must be 
analyzed. 

! Environmental changes of a significantly reduced rail yard, together with incremental 
purchases/closings on MTA and other land, and no guarantee of a platform being 
constructed prior to building Phase II, constitutes a new plan,  requiring an SEIS. 

! Mitigations proposed in the FEIS are rendered moot by the project time extension 
! MGPP violates CEQR/SEQR by failing to take into account all reasonable scenarios, 

including delays for whatever reason. similar to the failure to accurately treat the No Build 
requirement in the FEIS. 

! Acres of parking lots may now be permanent, and an SEIS is required to analyze the 
impacts upon the sewer system of unmitigated storm water runoff from paved surfaces, 
and other possible results of that Worst Case Scenario. 

In sum, the MGPP adds its own issues, and leaves unresolved all of the issues we raised with the 
FEIS. The FEIS approved by ESDC was flawed and should be revised even if the project were 
the same and parking lots for decades were not the only outcome. We briefly reiterate our 
criticisms of the FEIS: 

! The FEIS underestimated traffic, air quality, noise and public health impacts. 
! There is no disclosure of project impacts on public security. 
! Reasonable alternatives to the Project Plan such as the UNITY Plan were not seriously 

evaluated. 
! The FEIS failed to fully disclose the secondary displacement of residents and businesses. 
! Impacts on open space were not fully disclosed. 
! The FEIS failed entirely to consider impacts of project-generated wind and heat. 
! Impacts on police and fire response times were not disclosed. 
! Impacts on neighborhood character and historic resources were not adequately evaluated. 
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! The most severe traffic and mass transit impacts were left unmitigated. 
! Most shadow impacts were unmitigated. 
! The housing designated as affordable is not affordable to most Brooklyn residents. 
! Public subsidies, incentives and financial costs are not fully disclosed, and therefore the 

FEIS does not include a cost-benefit analysis. 

The Council of Brooklyn Neighborhoods calls on the Empire State Development Corporation to 
reject the proposed Modified General Project Plan and immediately begin the process of 
developing a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement.  

About!CBN’s!Submission!

The documents accompanying CBN’s submission were drafted by respected professionals and 
provide independent professional analyses of information that the ESDC has either not 
considered or simply chosen not to share with the public during this comment period. It seems 
that almost every day more information regarding the extent of the ESDC’s questionable 
information release policies comes to light. For example, recent news stories indicate that 
Barclays Bank has reviewed the new arena designs that have been withheld from the public and, 
if the ESDC statements are to be credited, also from the ESDC Board members. 

CBN’s formal submission is composed of two separate reports:  

The first, “A Decades Long Project: Atlantic Yards Financial Feasibility Study” was commissioned 
from  Kahr Real Estate Services, LLC (“Kahr”) Joshua Kahr, its principal,  is on the faculty of both 
Columbia University and New York University, in addition to his work as a sought-after consultant 
and advisor on real estate development. In its analysis,. Kahr  hews to narrow professional 
definitions of development variables and accepts as given the possibility of the eventual 
accomplishment of the AY Project GPP, including Phase 2. Kahr does not fully address implied 
contradictions and failures in the proposed economics of the project; for example, the fact that by 
latest estimation of the Independent Budget Office the arena is a money loser for the City and 
thus detrimental to the success of the multi-use development the Atlantic Yards is intended to be.. 
Current real life indicators such as the lackluster success of New York City’s new baseball 
stadiums underscore the financial challenges the arena is likely to face.   

Even with this perspective, which would seem to favor the project as proposed, Kahr concludes 
the project is simply not feasible within the 10-year projected development period. 

The second  submission, “The Atlantic Yards Plan and Why a New Environmental Review is 
Required”, authored by Dr. Tom Angotti, Director of the Hunter College Center for Community 
Planning and Development, is his professional analysis of the MGPP. Dr Angotti clearly 
enumerates  the incontrovertible reasons why the ESDC must perform a Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement before proceeding further. 
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Conclusion!

In light of the above, and in light of the continuing substantive shortfalls, inaccuracies, and 
insufficiencies identified repeatedly by our consultants, it is the considered opinion of the Council 
of Brooklyn Neighborhoods, Inc. that the proposed Modified General Project Plan for the Atlantic 
Yards Land Use Improvement and Civic Project, is inadequate as an assessment of both the 
benefits and adverse impacts of the proposed project. It cannot be used as a reliable guide for 
decision making. Substantial supplements or an entirely new EIS should be required before 
proceeding. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 
Candace Carponter  Therese Urban 

Co-chairperson  Co-chairperson 

 
The Council of Brooklyn Neighborhoods, Inc. 

!
!
Copyright!Notice!
All reports, other documents and instruments prepared for and contained within this report are the 
sole and exclusive property of CBN (including all intellectual property rights), without regard to the 
origin thereof. All material may be reproduced or excerpted for not-for-profit use in other 
publications, on the condition that proper citation and copyright notice be provided. All other rights 
are reserved. 
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Addendum!

About!the!Council!of!Brooklyn!Neighborhoods:!

COUNCIL OF BROOKLYN NEIGHBORHOODS is a coalition of 41 recognized diverse 
community groups active in Community Boards 2, 6, and 8, concerned with the cumulative effects 
of development proposed in their area of Brooklyn. Of particular focus is the development of the 
Atlantic/Vanderbilt rail yards. As a group, we have experience in civic advocacy, transportation 
planning, neighborhood preservation, urban planning, the development of affordable housing, 
safety and security improvement, quality of life promotion, and small business development. We 
believe our collective background enables us to represent the concerns of our communities. 

Accomplishments:!

To ensure the DEIS fully disclosed all impacts and effectively addressed all negative impacts of 
the proposed project, CBN: 

! Acquired funding 
! Developed and published a Request For Proposals 
! Interviewed, hired and directed a team of highly-regarded professional technical 

consultants to review and analyze all the information disclosed in the DEIS for the 
community 

! Disseminated all the information freely to the entire community 

To ensure that the community was effectively engaged throughout this Environmental Review 
Process CBN: 

! Presented to the public written, visual and electronically available guides for 
understanding and responding to the DEIS 

! Prepared guides to assist community residents to decipher the DEIS and prepare their 
testimony were developed, printed, handed out and explained at our many community 
presentations 

! Instructional PowerPoint presentations were held throughout the communities of 
Community Boards 2, 6 and 8 and were well attended 

! CBN met with the Chairs and District Managers of these Boards to develop additional 
constituent representation 

! Neighborhood Impact Forums were held to share with community members the analysis 
provided by the consultants 

! An Expert Roundtable was held wherein CBN’s consultants met with over 40 community 
experts to be sure that our considerable local knowledge was incorporated into the 
consultants’ analyses 

! All the materials we produced were available electronically on our website 
! The data produced by our consultants was sent to Community Boards, elected officials 

and was posted on our website to be used freely by the general public 

Upon release of the FEIS, CBN: 

! Asked its consultant to review and evaluate the document 
! Conducted a response survey of its member organizations and all DEIS respondents 
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Final!report!on!the!DEIS:!

The results of our consultants’ analyses were gathered into a single report that was presented to 
the Empire State Development Corp. as the formal testimony of the Council of Brooklyn 
Neighborhoods, Inc. regarding the impacts of the proposed Atlantic Yards Arena and 
Redevelopment project upon the community, and available on our website for perusal by the 
general public, with the following caveat regarding Ownership and Reuse of Materials: 

All!reports,!other!documents!and!instruments!prepared!for!and!contained!within!this!
report!are!the!sole!and!exclusive!property!of!CBN!(including!all!intellectual!property!
rights),!without!regard!to!the!origin!thereof.!All!material!may!be!reproduced!or!excerpted!
for!not"for"profit!use!in!other!publications,!on!the!condition!that!proper!citation!and!
copyright!notice!be!provided.!All!other!rights!are!reserved. 

Final!report!on!the!FEIS:!

Subsequent to the issuing of the Final Environmental Impact Statement, both the original and the 
unusual amended version, the Council of Brooklyn Neighborhoods prepared the document, 
CBN’s Atlantic Yards Development Proposal: Analysis of the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement. This analysis has been performed principally to evaluate how the ESDC responded to 
CBN’s testimony and report on the DEIS. It will be made available to all interested parties and will 
be available on our website for perusal by the general public, with the following caveat regarding 
Ownership and Reuse of Materials (see above.) 

Substantive!concerns!in!DEIS!report:!

The SEQRA rules, as do CEQRA, require the sponsor to take a ‘hard look at a worst case 
scenario’ when evaluating the impacts of the proposed project. Based on the results of our 
consultants' analysis of the DEIS we conclude that there is an overall pattern of insufficiency in 
the information submitted by the sponsor for public consideration. There are numerous areas in 
the DEIS wherein our consultants have found that: 

! Standards are inconsistent within the task studied 
! Methodologies are inconsistently applied within and between tasks 
! Subjective opinions are promulgated as supported facts 
! Facts are presented without supporting documentation or references 
! Information promised in the Final Scope was not forthcoming in the DEIS 
! Documentation requested by the consultants was not supplied, and 
! Some documentation supplied was insufficient to support the facts presented 
! Photo simulations used to help the public visualize the project are inconsistent with 

professional standards, which may tend to a visual bias in favor of the proposed project. 
! Responsibility for suggesting and implementing mitigations, normally expected of the 

developer, was reassigned to public agencies. 

Our consultants found that the study area itself was inconsistently drawn within and between 
tasks, oftentimes seeming to guarantee a result that would underestimate significant impacts. 
Certain systems were not included as a whole, but treated as if the proposed project could have 
consequences that stopped at the edge of its footprint, such as: 

! Energy requirements 
! Sewage treatment plant and pumping requirements 
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! Sanitation and landfill 

The following substantive areas which the community decided were extremely important, and in 
their response to the draft scope advised that their impacts be disclosed, were not addressed in 
the DEIS: 

! Security and terrorism 
! Emergency services 
! Wind 
! Heat island effects 
! Environmental justice issues 

DEIS!Process!concerns:!

There were many indications given to the Sponsor that the process, as chosen by them, did not 
meet the Community’s needs. As the result of choices made and actions taken, we must 
characterize the public process to be wholly inadequate and provocative. 

! The choice of allowing only 66 days to respond to the General Project Plan and the DEIS 
was judged inadequate not only by many individuals directly impacted by this proposed 
project, but by a very large number of local, state and federal elected officials and political 
leaders, major publications, local Community Board members, and a multitude of 
community organizations, all of them mindful of the necessity for meaningful public 
participation in the environmental review of the largest development in the history of 
Brooklyn and many of whom sent written requests asking for an extension of the review 
period.. The sponsor did not acknowledge those requests or give any indication of 
considering them. 

! The choice of closing the public comment period on the 10th day after the final public 
hearing is inconsistent with the CEQRA requirements. The sponsor appears to have 
chosen to abide by only certain CEQRA regulations, although allowed to use only SEQRA. 
The appearance of cherry-picking procedures best suited to the quickest, least 
accommodating public review of this enormous development is completely unacceptable 
and taints the entire review process. 

! The Sponsor took many actions to minimize the participation of the community in the 
environmental review process: 

o One public hearing was scheduled for election day 
o Only one hearing was held after Community Boards and local schools were back in 

session from the summer holidays 
o Calling these public hearings “Community Forums” appeared intended to avoid the 

UDC and CEQRA requirements for written comments to close 30 days after the 
final public ‘hearing and thus limit the community participation in the environmental 
review process 

! Our consultants requested supporting data, the delivery of which was denied by the 
sponsor, and instead the request was termed and treated as ‘comments’ on the DEIS. 
Other requests for information were denied and incorrectly labeled by the sponsor as 
Freedom of Information Law requests. They were not, in any event, answered. 

! CBN filed a formal FOIL request for information, which was neither acknowledged nor 
responded to by the sponsor, in clear violation of the law. 
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Substantive!concerns!in!FEIS!report:!

The shortcomings of the DEIS were not repaired in the FEIS. Once again, CBN has to conclude 
that there is an overall pattern of insufficiency in the information submitted by the sponsor for 
public consideration. There continue to be numerous areas in the FEIS wherein our consultants 
have found that: 

! Standards are inconsistent within the task studied 
! Methodologies are inconsistently applied within and between tasks 
! Subjective opinions are promulgated as supported facts 
! Facts are presented without supporting documentation or references 
! Information promised in the Final Scope was not forthcoming in the DEIS 
! Documentation requested by the consultants was not supplied 
! Some documentation supplied was insufficient to support the facts presented 
! Responsibility for suggesting and implementing mitigations, normally expected of the 

developer, was reassigned to public agencies 

Again our consultants found that the study area itself was inconsistently drawn within and 
between tasks, oftentimes seeming to guarantee a result that would underestimate significant 
impacts. Again certain systems were not included as a whole, but treated as if the proposed 
project could have consequences that stopped at the edge of its footprint, such as: 

! Energy requirements 
! Sewage treatment plant and pumping requirements 
! Sanitation and landfill 

Again the following substantive areas which the community decided were extremely important, 
and in their response to the draft scope advised that their impacts be disclosed, were not 
adequately addressed in the FEIS: 

! Security and terrorism 
! Emergency services 
! Wind 
! Heat island effects 
! Environmental justice issues 

FEIS!Process!concerns:!

As might be reasonably expected, changes were made to the DEIS in the drafting of the FEIS. 
However, many of the document changes do not seem to have been made in response to specific 
Comments received to the DEIS but instead are substantive changes in the General Project Plan. 
This would be acceptable under SEQRA if those changes were evaluated for their environmental 
impacts, as required by regulations. Many of these changes, however, emerge as cut and paste 
additions to existing evaluative text in the DEIS and do not indicate that environmental impacts of 
these changes were considered. It is reasonable to expect that increasing the amount of signage, 
for example, would have a different effect on the environment, the neighborhood character, or a 
number of other Tasks but there is no indication that any studies were conducted to support the 
FEIS contentions that the results would be unchanged from smaller signage. 

The FEIS appears to have suffered from a puzzling rush to publish. Many of the apparent errors 
and shortcomings in the document may have been corrected given a longer editorial process. The 
sloppiness of this hurried process is indicated by the fact that the very day the FEIS was certified 
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the ESDC announced it would be re-issuing the FEIS to respond to 160 comments that had not 
been reflected in the original document. Significant numbers of individuals reported to CBN that 
their comments were not addressed or contained anywhere in the amended and reissued FEIS. 
Many of these individuals have receipts indicating their comments were submitted and received 
properly during the submission period. 

Motives other than the inclusion of comments seem to have played a role in the recertification. 
Comparison of the two FEIS releases reveals that further changes were made to the General 
Project Plan that were not revealed by the ESDC in their explanation for the re-issuing of the 
FEIS. 

CBN conducted a poll to allow the public to evaluate how well the FEIS addressed their 
Comments. We called the effort Project: Report Card. We don’t claim that this was in any way a 
scientific study; participants elected to participate. CBN did require that the participants have a 
verifiable email address and to correctly include their submission number, whenever possible (as 
we said earlier, a significant number reported their Comments were not included in either version 
of the FEIS.) The results: 

! Many people reported that their concerns were paraphrased inaccurately 
! In the CBN Response we noted that several of our concerns were paraphrased in a way 

that directly contradicted the Comment's intent 
! No one gave the FEIS an A for responding to any of their Comments 
! 1/6 of the Responses made to Comments in the FEIS received a "B", indicating their 

Comments were considered, but insufficient mitigation proposed 
! 1/6 of the Responses made to Comments in the FEIS received a "C", indicating their 

Comments were acknowledged but immitigable 
! 1/2 of the Responses made to Comments in the FEIS received a "D", indicating that the 

Comments were barely acknowledged 
! The remainder of the Responses made to Comments in the FEIS received an "F", 

indicating that their Comments were not included or were not acknowledged at all 

These results are very discouraging and indicate a profound dissatisfaction with both the process 
and the Atlantic Yards FEIS, and a pattern of insufficiency extending into the proposed Modified 
General Project Plan. 

____________________________________ 
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Appraisal Institute, The Appraisal of Real Estate, 10th ed. Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 1992

















 
 
 






                 





               
               


    






        
                 











       
            




                 






                     

                 
      






                
        
     







    








                
  


http://nylovesbiz.com/pdf/AtlanticYards/MODGPP2009.pdf
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http://dddb.net/FEIS/appeal/080822ReplyAppendix.pdf








              
               









                
                 
        









    
 
       



                 
          










    


                 









   


                   
         




            
      

               
              












            
              


                  



             
 



To the extent that the current economic conditions continue to affect the city’s employment base, the market-rate 
residential units and office components of the project and other No Build projects in the study area would be 
subject to the same market forces (e.g., reduced demand for housing and commercial space). Similarly, it is 
expected that the market-rate components of the project would be financed in the same general manner as other 
No Build projects, with each of the buildings in Atlantic Yards evaluated by lenders as an individual project. 
Therefore, delay in the project resulting from prolonged adverse economic conditions would be expected to be 
accompanied by a delay in other study area projects, and future conditions in a delayed post-2019 Build year 
would be fundamentally the same as those described in this technical memorandum for 2019. For most of the 
technical areas analyzed in the FEIS, future population, employment, and housing conditions are evaluated based 
on known development projects. Table 3 provides a detailed list of updated No Build projects anticipated for 
completion through 2019. As noted previously, the updated list includes projects that were planned prior to the 








economic slowdown and, although some of those projects are on hold, they are assumed to still be moving 
forward in the future when market conditions improve. Therefore, this list is conservatively inclusive since 
projects were not removed. Based on current information there are no substantial projects planned for 
completion after 2019 that would need to be added to the No Build list presented in Table 3 and used to evaluate 
future conditions. Therefore, it is expected that future conditions under a scenario of prolonged adverse economic 
conditions would be fundamentally the same as those described in this technical memorandum for 2019. 

   
 



       

                







               
            
         
      


               
























                   
















                    
                   


















 





   



    
                  






Sales at Forté, a 30-story luxury residential tower in the Brooklyn Academy of Music cultural district in 
downtown Brooklyn, have not met its investors' expectations.  





Manhattan-based developer The Clarett Group confirmed Thursday that, along with its majority partner 
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., it is negotiating with the project’s construction lender to transfer control to the 
lender. After two years of marketing, the 108-unit, upscale FXFOWLE Architects-designed building only 37 units 
have been sold. 

“Clarett is proud to have delivered such a beautiful, high quality property—on time and on budget—to enhance 
the skyline and contribute to the renaissance of downtown Brooklyn,” the developer said, in a statement. 
“Unfortunately, the sales market in Brooklyn has not been as strong as Forté itself.” 

The number of apartment sales in northwest Brooklyn, which includes downtown and Fort Greene, fell 42.8% 
during the second quarter from the same time last year, according to the Prudential Douglas Elliman and Miller 
Samuel industry report.  













          





http://www.crainsnewyork.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20090813/FREE/908139989/1059 

















                  
    
                 


       
                 






















http://dddb.net/documents/economics/KPMGreport.pdf
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http://dddb.net/documents/environmental/2009/Technical_Memo_text.pdf
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Annual Interest 
Rate 7.00%    

 
Monthly Interest 
Rate 0.58%    

 Loan to Cost 80%    
      
      DRAWS     

 
Cost of 
Construction Construction  Total Ending 

Index Month  Draw Interest Draw Balance 
0    0  0  
1 416,667 333,333  0  333,333  333,333  
2 416,667 333,333  1,944  335,278  668,611  
3 416,667 333,333  3,900  337,234  1,005,845  
4 416,667 333,333  5,867  339,201  1,345,045  
5 416,667 333,333  7,846  341,179  1,686,225  
6 416,667 333,333  9,836  343,170  2,029,395  
7 416,667 333,333  11,838  345,171  2,374,566  
8 416,667 333,333  13,852  347,185  2,721,751  
9 416,667 333,333  15,877  349,210  3,070,961  

10 416,667 333,333  17,914  351,247  3,422,208  
11 416,667 333,333  19,963  353,296  3,775,505  
12 416,667 333,333  22,024  355,357  4,130,862  
13 416,667 333,333  24,097  357,430  4,488,292  
14 416,667 333,333  26,182  359,515  4,847,807  
15 416,667 333,333  28,279  361,612  5,209,419  
16 416,667 333,333  30,388  363,722  5,573,141  
17 416,667 333,333  32,510  365,843  5,938,984  
18 416,667 333,333  34,644  367,977  6,306,961  
19 416,667 333,333  36,791  370,124  6,677,085  
20 416,667 333,333  38,950  372,283  7,049,368  
21 416,667 333,333  41,121  374,455  7,423,823  
22 416,667 333,333  43,306  376,639  7,800,462  
23 416,667 333,333  45,503  378,836  8,179,298  
24 416,667 333,333  47,713  381,046  8,560,344  

 7,500,000  6,000,000  560,344  6,306,961    

      

 
Bank Fees and 
Taxes            189,209  3.00%   

 Interest            560,344     
 Fees + Interest            749,553     

 
Cost of 
Construction 7,500,000     

  9.99% (Fees + Interest)/Cost of Construction 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
We strongly urge the Empire State Development Corporation (ESDC) to require 
a supplemental environmental impact analysis for the Atlantic Yards Project 
before voting on the Modified General Project Plan (MGPP).  

In accordance with state and city environmental review guidelines, a 
supplemental environmental review must be done for the following three reasons: 

1. The MGPP is substantially different from the 2006 plan;  
2. The new plan creates a new and different Worst Case Scenario – parking 

lots for decades; and  
3. Background or No Build conditions have changed dramatically since 2006.  

Environmental Impact Statements require supplemental analysis when plans and 
conditions change substantially, and both have changed:  

1. The New Atlantic Yards plan is a new and different plan. It has no 
firm completion dates and would  likely  take much longer than 
ten years.   
The Modified General Project Plan (MGPP) for Atlantic Yards, issued 
June 23, 2009, is substantially different from the original project plan 
issued in 2006. The new plan leaves wide open the possibility that the 
design and execution of the project will be substantially different  from 
the original proposal. The new plan guarantees that only the arena and 
one building will be completed within ten years, leaving part of the first 
phase and all of the second phase – most of the project, including 
most public benefits and mitigations – to be built at some indeterminate 
future date. Since the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) of 
2006 assumed that the entire project would be built in ten years (the 
final date is now pushed back from 2016 to 2019), that analysis is 
inadequate and must be redone to take into consideration the 
possibility, and likelihood, of ongoing postponements.  

2. The new plan could result in decades of hard-surface parking 
lots.  
One of the most likely scenarios is now the long-term use of vacant 
land on the site for surface parking. More than half of the land beyond 
the rail yards may now be used for “interim” parking that could easily 
become “permanent.” The MGPP states that the proposed acres of at-
grade parking will only be an “interim use” but makes no commitment 
that the project will be completed within ten, twenty or even forty or 
more years. Considering that many other large-scale urban renewal 
projects have remained dormant for decades, it is reasonable to 
assume that parking is likely to be a long-term use. The potential 
environmental impacts of parking lots on the surrounding 
neighborhoods and businesses will be significantly different from the 
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impacts of the original project. Guidelines for State and City 
Environmental Quality Review (SEQR and CEQR) require that 
potential negative environmental impacts be disclosed for all 
reasonable alternatives including the Reasonable Worst Case 
Scenario. Parking lots for decades is a Reasonable Worst Case 
Scenario.  This scenario was not analyzed in the FEIS. Therefore, that 
analysis is inadequate and must be redone to take into consideration 
the possibility and likelihood of parking lots as a long-term use. 

3. Background Conditions Have Changed Dramatically.  

Since 2006 the local and national real estate and financial markets 
have changed substantially, making the No Build scenario outlined in 
the unmodified 2006 FEIS unrealistic. The FEIS is based on outdated 
assumptions about the viability of the real estate market in downtown 
Brooklyn and surrounding areas. The long-term demand for office, 
retail and residential development is no longer what it was in 2006. 
Therefore, the No Build scenario must be revised to take into account 
actual new conditions. As suggested in the MGPP, there may also 
have been significant changes in No Build traffic and transit patterns 
since the FEIS, and the presence of many more surface parking 
spaces at Atlantic Yards could well influence these patterns.  

For these reasons alone a new environmental impact analysis is needed. A 
supplemental EIS must disclose all long-term negative environmental impacts 
under the changed No Build conditions, the new Worst Case Scenario, and any 
other reasonable scenarios.  

The Technical Memorandum that accompanies the MGPP discusses each of the 
EIS categories but is not a supplemental EIS. In 66 pages plus appendices, the 
technical document only describes some minor changes in existing conditions 
but does not take a hard look at changes to the project that have occurred and 
are likely to occur. 

Finally, the original FEIS was substantially flawed.  A supplemental EIS would 
offer an opportunity to correct these flaws.  
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ONE:  THE 2009 ATLANTIC YARDS PLAN IS A NEW PLAN 
Summary 
The Modified General Project Plan (MGPP) for Atlantic Yards, issued June 23, 
2009, is substantially different from the original project plan issued in 2006. 
The new plan leaves wide open the possibility that the design and execution of 
the project will be substantially different from  the original proposal. The new plan 
guarantees that only the arena and one building will be completed within ten 
years, leaving part of the first phase and all of the second phase – most of the 
project, including most public benefits and mitigations – to be built at some 
indeterminate future date. Since the Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FEIS) of 2006 assumed that the entire project would be built in ten years (the 
final date is now pushed back from 2016 to 2019), that analysis is inadequate 
and must be redone to take into consideration the possibility and likelihood of 
additional postponements. 

Why the Modified General Project Plan is a New Plan 
The size of the 22-acre project has not changed. The total number of buildings 
and square feet of construction has not changed. But the MGPP proposes a 
substantially different project for the ten future years analyzed in the FEIS. That 
project includes only an arena and one building and, most likely, acres of surface 
parking. The original project included a platform over the rail yards; the new plan 
includes no platform.   

The original General Project Plan for Atlantic Yards projected completion of the 
entire project by 2016 and the environmental review assumed such. Now, three 
years later, the developer, Forest City Ratner (FCR), has demonstrated its   
inability to adhere to the original timetable and suggests that even the loose 
timetable proposed in the MGPP may not be followed. Construction on the first 
phase has not begun.    Now, the crisis in the real estate and financial sectors 
makes it highly unlikely that anything more than the arena and one other building 
will be completed in ten years. The MGPP promises no more than this. 

The MGPP incorrectly (incredibly) states that “the plan has not changed” but the 
MGPP explicitly acknowledges substantial changes, as follows:  

! The MGPP states that only the arena and one other building will be 
completed before 2019. The MGPP acknowledges that the two other 
buildings in Phase One and all of the other buildings planned for the 
second phase could be postponed indefinitely. According to the MGPP, 
the third building may be built six months after completion of the second 
building or by a date “to be agreed upon.” [emphasis added] The MGPP 
states that FCR will “use commercially reasonable efforts [emphasis 
added] to achieve this schedule and to complete the entire project by 
2019,” but such broad wording only commits the developer to make 
“efforts” without any consequences for failure to complete the project on 
time. This scenario, for the developer a realistic and reasonable one in 
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today’s real estate environment, means that by the year 2019 only an 
arena and one building would be built – a very different plan from  the 
original one that promised an arena and up to 16 buildings in ten years. 
Therefore, a supplemental EIS must be done. 

! The MGPP states: “It is currently anticipated that the buildings will be 
based on a master plan by Frank Gehry, a world renowned architect.” 
[emphasis added] Yet FCR has publicly announced that Frank Gehry will 
no longer design the arena or other buildings. FCR has contracted a new 
firm to design the arena and has released sketches that show a building 
that looks nothing like Gehry’s original sketch plan. Frank Gehry is noted 
for creating elaborate facades and FCR’s new hire was instead charged 
with providing austere “value engineering.” 

! FCR claims it will make public yet another set of sketch plans for the 
arena within a short period of time. However, those sketch plans cannot 
be considered part of the approved project plan because they will have 
been released after the public comment period. Nor, apparently, will   
these plans be subject to environmental review as required by law.  
Furthermore, they could again be changed at the whim of the developer. 

! Just as FCR has changed its plans for the arena without consideration of 
public input, the company could also decide to change the currently 
anticipated locations and design of other buildings within the Gehry master 
plan.  

! By using the ambiguous phrase “it is currently anticipated” -- that the 
buildings will be based on the Gehry master plan, the MGPP gives 
unreasonable discretion to the developer and makes the Gehry plan 
virtually meaningless.  

! The MGPP also states that the design of eight acres of open space is 
“anticipated” to follow the plan sketched out by landscape designer Laurie 
Olin. There is no guarantee that Olin’s plans or sketches will be followed.   
They may very well go the way of the Gehry plan. Without construction of 
Phase Two of the project, none of these eight acres, which were to be in 
the spaces between the new buildings, would ever be built. 

! Even if FCR were to follow Gehry’s plan for the location of building 
footprints on the 22-acre site, individual building designs could change 
dramatically. The project’s approved design guidelines are sufficiently 
general to allow for such changes. They do not allow for any public review 
or environmental review. 

! The MGPP expands the use of “interim parking” on the 22-acre site and 
beyond. The MGPP calls for the use of Site 5 for parking and proposes 
adding 100 cars to another site. As argued in the next section, there is no 
guarantee that this “interim” use would not last for decades to come and 
become a relatively permanent use. Given current market conditions, it is 
indeed likely that the “interim” use would become the “permanent” use.    
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A supplemental EIS is required to disclose the environmental impacts of 
possible permanent surface parking lots.  

! In the original project plan, Site 5 was designated for residential use. 
Since the use has been changed to parking, the environmental impacts of 
this new use must be disclosed. Therefore a supplemental EIS must be 
done. 

! The MGPP calls for the development of “interim open space” on portions 
of the arena block. Yet apart from one very general pastel sketch, there 
are no design details of this open space. It could very well end up being 
an open mall with few amenities or it could be a well-designed space. 
Since there will be no public review, the developer is being given unlimited 
discretion. And since the dates of project completion are vague, this 
“interim” use could last for decades to come and become a relatively 
permanent use. This change requires a supplemental EIS to disclose the 
environmental impacts of the “interim” open space.  

! The MGPP does not “significantly increase” the capacity of the MTA rail 
yards as claimed in the first project plan and FEIS. Recently FCR 
announced that it had secured the agreement of the Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (MTA) to significantly reduce the number of 
tracks in the rail yard from nine to seven, which would reduce the number 
of rail cars to be stored by 25%. This change requires a supplemental EIS. 

! The MGPP does not require that FCR build a platform over the Vanderbilt 
Rail Yards. A platform was part of the original project plan and was to 
have corrected one of the major conditions asserted as contributing to 
“blight.” Following the logic of the project’s blight study ‘no platform’ means  
the alleged blighted condition would continue and the supposed public 
benefit of eliminating such  blight would be nullified. This would 
significantly change the environmental impact of the project. The “No 
Platform” change demands a supplemental EIS. 

! With indefinite postponement of Phase Two, project components that were 
claimed in the FEIS as mitigations will no longer be operative. Chief 
among these are the eight acres of promised open space, the bulk of the 
affordable housing units, and the storm water retention system. This 
change requires a supplemental EIS. 

! The MGPP specifically eliminates the green arena roof that was proposed 
in the original project plan. This was to have helped mitigate storm water 
overflow. A supplemental EIS is required to ascertain the environmental 
impact of the project without the green arena roof.  

! Without any specific arena design in the MGPP, it is impossible to know 
the impact of the arena, a potential terrorist target, on public security. The 
lack of a specific design makes it possible that the New York Police 
Department will impose requirements that significantly change the project 
and its environmental impact. This is what happened at the World Trade 
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Center site, where NYPD involvement forced the siting and design of the 
Freedom Tower to be changed. In Newark, police forced the closing of two 
streets. A supplemental EIS must look at the security impacts of the 
project based on a specific design. 

! The Carlton Avenue Bridge was closed in 2008 for project-related work 
and was to be reopened in January 2010. The reopening has now been 
postponed for at least one more year and FCR’s contract with the city 
allows it to be closed without penalty for five years. Public safety impacts 
of this lengthy closing – increased emergency response times by fire and 
police departments -- were not disclosed.  Given FCR’s history of delays, 
the closing could very well be extended. 

Forest City Ratner and the likelihood of delays beyond 2019 
In the 2006 General Project Plan and FEIS, FCR and ESDC failed to seriously 
consider the possibility of delays. The same can be said of the MGPP. 

Forest City Ratner announced its plan for Atlantic Yards in December, 2003. It 
took three years for the proposal to be approved. From the start, FCR and ESDC 
seriously underestimated the extent of community opposition and brought upon 
themselves significant delays. They may deny any responsibility for delays, but 
the fact remains that this is a project that already has suffered substantial delays.  

We reject FCR’s attempts to blame past and potential   future delays on 
community opposition, court challenges and the resistance of site tenants. 
Instead, FCR’s heavy-handed approach circumventing local land use procedures 
and ignoring community boards was a prescription for delays. It generated 
community opposition from the very beginning. The company has declined to 
seriously engage with the opposition or seek compromises that would settle legal 
challenges. Instead, before the project was announced publicly, FCR entered 
into contracts with a few local groups that received funding from them. FCR has 
not considered or publicly discussed alternative community plans for the site, 
such as the UNITY Plan. FCR has employed methods that continue to 
antagonize community organizations, including disruption of the few public 
meetings called by the ESDC.  

The ESDC has contributed to this environment by failing to insure an open, 
transparent review process that fully engages the diversity of local community 
views. There is no reason to believe that FCR’s intransigent approach will 
change and, as a consequence, community opposition will continue. Even after 
the sharp decline in the real estate and financial markets, FCR did not alter its 
stubborn approach to planning for the site. While FCR may not change its 
strategy, the ESDC can and should insist on a change in course. 

Furthermore, a large and complex development site like Atlantic Yards invariably 
takes more than ten years to develop in New York City. The site is almost twice 
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as large as the World Trade Center site, which after eight years is far from 
complete.  

In its report, A Decades-Long Project:  Atlantic Yards Financial Feasibility Study 
(http://tinyurl.com/AYfeasibility), a companion to this report for CBN’s Submission 
to the ESDC, Kahr Real Estate Services’ analysis of current trends and figures 
concludes that completion of the project by 2019 is not financially feasible, and 
that this development will most likely take 20 or more years to complete.  

One major cause for delay at Atlantic Yards is now the sharp decline in the real 
estate market and financial sector that make it unlikely that FCR will obtain 
financing to complete the project (see section 3). From a strictly business 
standpoint FCR’s tactic today must be to wait out the inevitable delays without 
calling into question the viability of its original plan. Thus, the MGPP leaves wide 
open the possibility for such delays. But it does not assess the likelihood of these 
delays or include serious plans to deal with them. Therefore the MGPP is 
incomplete. Most importantly, however, the FEIS did not consider the 
consequences of delays; therefore, a supplemental EIS is required. 

Finally, when it comes to fulfilling the requirements for environmental review the 
cause of delays is irrelevant. In accordance with SEQR and CEQR guidelines, 
environmental review must take into account all reasonable scenarios. It is 
reasonable to assume that this project will be delayed (for any number of 
possible reasons, whether due to FCR, ESDC or external factors) well beyond 
ten years. Neither the FEIS nor the MGPP did so. 
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TWO.  THE NEW PLAN COULD RESULT IN DECADES OF PARKING LOTS 
Summary 

One of the most likely scenarios is now the long-term use of vacant land on the 
site for surface parking. More than half of the land beyond the rail yards may now 
be used for “interim” parking that could easily become “permanent.” The MGPP 
states that the proposed acres of at-grade parking will only be an “interim use” 
but makes no commitment that the project will be completed within ten, twenty or 
even forty or more years. Considering that many other large-scale urban renewal 
projects have remained dormant for decades, it is reasonable to assume that 
parking is likely to be a long-term use. The potential environmental impacts of 
parking lots on the surrounding neighborhoods and businesses will be 
significantly different from  the impacts of the original project. Guidelines for State 
and City Environmental Quality Review (SEQR and CEQR) require that potential 
negative environmental impacts be disclosed for all reasonable alternatives 
including the Reasonable Worst Case Scenario. Parking lots for decades is a 
Reasonable Worst Case Scenario, and this scenario was not analyzed in the 
FEIS. Therefore, that analysis is inadequate and must be redone to take into 
consideration the possibility and likelihood of parking lots as a long-term use. 

! The report by  Kahr Real Estate, A Decades-Long Project:  Atlantic Yards 
Financial Feasibility Study (http://tinyurl.com/AYfeasibility) shows that 
completion of the project by 2019 is not feasible and 2029 or further is 
more likely. 

! The FEIS did not consider the possibility that surface parking lots would 
be used over a long term (long-term parking). While we were critical of the 
FEIS for this oversight, the possibility is now even greater that surface 
parking lots will dominate the site for decades until the market changes 
and financing is made available for building development. Since it was 
deemed to be an “interim” use the proposed surface parking was not 
subject to mitigation. 

! Even if surface parking lot use were to result in less traffic than full build-
out of the project, SEQR and CEQR guidelines still require that impacts be 
fully disclosed because the impacts would be different. Parking lots would 
necessarily draw more traffic to some local streets. Surface lots tend to 
draw more traffic than structured parking. Therefore, a supplemental EIS 
is needed. 

! There is considerable concern among community organizations and block 
associations in the area that “interim” parking will become permanent and 
have lasting negative impacts. Many recall the nearby Hoyt-Schermerhorn 
Urban Renewal Area, which was used for surface parking for over four 
decades. The lack of a detailed plan for parking and the absence of any 
analysis of environmental impacts is unacceptable. 

! Surface parking lots will encourage more traffic and could have negative 
impacts on air pollution, noise, and public health.  
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! Surface parking lots would create and exacerbate blight, rather than 
achieve the overarching stated goal of the project—the purported removal 
of blight. To be clear, we do not accept that the site was blighted. That 
was a determination made by ESDC in 2006, over 30 months after the 
FCR project was announced. But should most of the site be utilized as 
long-term or permanent surface parking, the purported blight would not be 
cured. This Reasonable Worst Case Scenario requires study in a 
supplemental EIS. 

! Long-term surface parking will mean the extensive paving of land in the 
footprint. These impermeable surfaces are likely to increase surface water 
runoff and impact storm water overflows. A supplemental EIS is required 
to determine the environmental impact of storm water runoff from FCR’s 
parking lots. 

! The MGPP allows the use of the surface parking lots in perpetuity. 
! The MGPP allows the use of the surface parking lots for park-and-ride 

facilities. An FCR representative stated as much in a public forum on July 
22, 2009. 

! Combined with the planned underground parking for 3,670 vehicles, and 
the significant off-site parking planned for arena events, the environmental 
impacts would be significant and have not  been adequately assessed. 
The FEIS promised shuttles to off-site arena parking to mitigate traffic 
impacts. The changes in the MGPP allowing long-term surface parking on 
the project site should be examined in a supplemental EIS. 

! The proposed surface parking would probably be contracted out to private 
operators. These operators would seek to maximize use. They could 
increase capacity by two or three times by installing lifts, resulting in an 
estimated 1,000 surface parking spaces. They could serve arena users, 
park-and-ride commuters, and local residents and businesses. The 
affected communities will have no way to influence these operations.  

! Long-term surface parking for the project could seriously impair access to 
the 78th Precinct and Dean Street Firehouse. This should be examined in 
a supplemental EIS. 

! Since the 2006 FEIS, Vanderbilt Avenue was redesigned to produce 
substantial reductions in vehicle capacity. The impact of interim parking on 
Vanderbilt Avenue as redesigned should be examined in a supplemental 
EIS. The MGPP did not take into account such changes in street geometry 
on this  key route that borders the site. 

! Since the 2006 FEIS, bicycle use has increased sharply in New York City, 
Brooklyn and in the project study area. The impact of interim parking on 
bicycle safety requires examination in a supplemental EIS. 

! There are a host of potential construction-related environmental impacts 
that must be reevaluated due to extended delays. These include impacts 
on traffic, noise, air quality, public health and public safety. Since 
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construction may well occur over decades, the analysis of Construction 
Impacts in the FEIS must be revised. 
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THREE.  BACKGROUND CONDITIONS HAVE CHANGED DRAMATICALLY 
Summary 

Since 2006 the local and national real estate and financial markets have changed 
substantially, making the No Build scenario outlined in the unmodified 2006 FEIS 
unrealistic. The FEIS is based on outdated assumptions about the viability of the 
real estate market in downtown Brooklyn and surrounding areas. The long-term 
demand for office, retail and residential development is no longer what it was in 
2006. Therefore, the No Build scenario must be revised to take into account new 
conditions. As suggested in the MGPP, there may also have been significant 
changes in No Build traffic and transit patterns since the FEIS, and the presence 
of many more surface parking spaces at Atlantic Yards could well influence these 
patterns. 

! Numerous  reports in Crain’s, The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, The Daily News and The New York Post all document the recent 
sharp decline in  national and local real estate markets and the difficulties 
in securing financing for large-scale projects. Demand for office space, 
retail and residential space is down sharply and rents have plummeted . 
Many proposed projects have been postponed indefinitely or terminated. 
Many projects under construction have been halted – particularly in 
Brooklyn. 

! The report by Kahr Real Estate, A Decades-Long Project:  Atlantic Yards 
Financial Feasibility Study http://tinyurl.com/AYfeasibility shows that 
completion of the project by 2019 is not feasible, and 2029 or longer is 
more likely. 

! After completion of the 2006 FEIS, the market for new commercial, retail 
and residential space  declined sharply and many of the projects listed in 
the FEIS may  no longer be viable. Even the incomplete analysis of 
projects in the MGPP suggests this much! Therefore, the FEIS must be 
revised to take into consideration changing background conditions.  

! The MGPP acknowledges that many of the projects identified in the FEIS 
will be delayed or not built, and claims that some 28 others not listed in the 
FEIS will be built by 2019. While the MGPP estimates in a broad way the 
impact of these changes on traffic, it does not look at any other changed 
impacts. The project sponsors selectively disclose potential impacts but 
SEQR and CEQR guidelines require that they take a hard look and 
consider all potential impacts. Reductions in the No Build scenario could 
affect community facilities, socioeconomic impacts, neighborhood 
character, historic resources and construction impacts, among other 
areas, depending on where the cancelled and new projects are located, 
how large they are, and demographic characteristics. 

! In the two years since approval of the General Project Plan, demolition 
and construction at the rail yards and on property acquired by FCR may 
have led to significant environmental problems. This includes water 
infiltration  and a rising water table in subway tunnels that pass beneath 
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the Atlantic Yards footprint causing dangerous deterioration of steel 
support beams , catalogued  in a 2007 engineering report, and reports by 
building owners and tenants on Pacific Street and Carlton Avenue of 
growing cracks in exterior and interior walls. A supplemental EIS is 
required to disclose these changes and revise the potential construction-
related impacts in the future scenario. 

! The MGPP does acknowledge a significant change in New York City’s 
land use policies with the creation of PlanNYC2030, the long-term 
sustainability plan released by the office of Mayor Michael Bloomberg on 
Earth Day, 2007. This significant policy change is reason enough for a 
supplemental EIS.  

! The discussion of PlaNYC2030 in the MGPP is minimal and misleading. It 
fails to disclose fully the extent to which the Atlantic Yards plan is 
inconsistent with PlanNYC2030, only mentioning a few areas where it is 
consistent. A supplemental EIS would require a more detailed and 
balanced assessment of consistency with the city’s sustainability plan. 

! Atlantic Yards is not mentioned at all in PlanNYC2030. This is telling 
because Atlantic Yards is one of the largest proposed developments over 
a rail hub in the city and PlanNYC2030 promotes “Transit-Oriented 
Development” at major transit hubs. One can only speculate why Atlantic 
Yards was not included but it seems clear that Atlantic Yards, contrary to 
the claims of its sponsors, does not promote or improve transit and 
instead would result in additional burdens on transit. It is absolutely clear 
that Atlantic Yards is not consistent with PlaNYC2030’s planning 
principles. 

! The Atlantic Yards plan calls for 3,670 below-grade spaces (2,346 in the 
first phase) and perhaps a thousand more “interim” spaces on surface 
lots. Added to this will be off-site and on-street parking for arena events. 
This ample parking will encourage more auto use and traffic. This is Car-
Oriented Development -- not “Transit-Oriented Development.”  

! Aside from the promise of an additional subway entrance, the Atlantic 
Yards plan calls for no additions to transit capacity at a transit hub where 
some of the lines are already at or exceeding capacity. We presented 
evidence of this in our responses to the Draft and Final Environmental 
Impact Statements. 

! The MGPP promises it will meet PlaNYC2030’s sustainability objectives 
by seeking LEED certification for Atlantic Yards buildings. However, LEED 
certification requires compliance with a minimum set of building efficiency 
requirements. The buildings may  be LEED certified yet, as we pointed out 
in our comments on the FEIS, place the neighborhood in permanent 
shadows, lead to an increase in storm water  overflows, make it difficult to 
introduce more sustainable forms of energy such as solar, and encourage 
the use of automobiles instead of mass transit. But the MGPP does not 
clearly commit FCR to sustainable design because it clearly states that the 
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project “could include sustainable design measures,” which implies that it 
could also not include them. 

In sum, the MGPP leaves unresolved all of the issues we raised with the 
FEIS. The FEIS approved by ESDC was seriously, significantly flawed and 
must  be revised even if the project were to be the same and parking lots for 
decades were not the only outcome. We briefly reiterate our criticisms of the 
FEIS: 

! The FEIS underestimated traffic, air quality, noise and public health 
impacts. 

! There is no disclosure of project impacts on public security. 
! Reasonable alternatives to the Project Plan such as the UNITY Plan 

were not seriously evaluated. 
! The FEIS failed to fully disclose the secondary displacement of 

residents and businesses. 
! Impacts on open space were not fully disclosed. 
! The FEIS failed entirely to consider impacts of project-generated wind 

and heat. 
! Impacts on police and fire response times were not disclosed. 
! Impacts on neighborhood character and historic resources – such as 

the Prospect Heights Historic District -- were not adequately 
evaluated.The most severe traffic and mass transit impacts were left 
unmitigated. 

! Most shadow impacts were unmitigated. 
! The housing designated as affordable is not affordable to most 

Brooklyn residents. 
! Public subsidies, incentives and financial costs are not fully disclosed.  

The FEIS does not even include a cost-benefit analysis! 
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Conclusions 

Again, the Technical Memorandum that accompanies the MGPP while 
discussing each of the EIS categories is not a supplemental EIS. The document 
only describes some minor changes in existing conditions but fails to  take a hard 
look at changes to the project that have occurred and are likely to occur. For the 
three major reasons outlined in this testimony, a supplemental EIS must be done 
that considers the potential negative environmental impacts of the Reasonable 
Worst Case Scenario: decades of parking lots. Since delays to the full build-out 
of the project have already  changed or eliminated the  public benefits promised 
in the original plan, and change or eliminate mitigations, a supplemental EIS 
must be done. 


